
Food Pantry Lottery (Random Number) System 
 

What is the Lottery (Random Number) System? At our pantry we 
use a lottery system to decide the order that you and others will shop. 
This means that we do not line-up to shop based on who gets here 
first. Instead, the lottery system is a way of randomly picking the order, 
and changes every week. Some weeks you may get to shop first, and 
other weeks you may have to wait a little longer. 
 
How it works: 

1. The lottery system begins at _____________. 
2. Pantry staff will put numbers in a container and mix them up. 
3. The numbers put in the container will be determined by the 

number of people in line at the start of the pantry.  
4. You will receive a number from the container randomly. 
5. We begin calling numbers at ______________, starting with 

number 1, and counting up from there.  Any person who is not 
ready when their number is called, will be skipped. 

6. Have your number and client ID card ready to check in. 
7. After the first batch of random numbers have been given out, the 

lottery system ends. Anyone who arrives at the pantry after the 
lottery system is over will get the next number in line.   

 
Why we do it: 
We want to make sure that our pantry is fair, and can be accessed by 
everyone. The lottery system helps make sure that everyone has an 
equal chance to shop, even if they can’t always get to the pantry first 
because of their transportation, work schedule, or other 
circumstances. 
 
We also have a limited amount of space, so the lottery system helps 
make sure everything stays on schedule and runs smoothly. Finally, 
out of respect for the safety and flow of the school we are at, we do 
not want large groups of people lining up outside or being in the 
school too early. 
 
Thank you for your understanding and patience! 


